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About This Game

This game contains scenes of violence and gore. Recommended for mature audiences only..

THE STORY SO FAR

The game will take you to an unknown island as you assume the role of a young ingenious mechanic traveling there in order to
repair an

old malfunctioning lighthouse, but that however would not be as easy as one would assume. Things aren't always as they seem at
first

and looks can be quite deceiving and so the player will soon end up trapped inside this horrifying cage of suspense with almost
no

hope of ever escaping it. You must do whatever it takes in order to survive this hellish, grotesque prison you are trapped within
lest you become the next victim of the dangerous creatures inhabiting this horrifying island. You will have to remember,

however that
trying to survive the monsters’ ambushes and attacks may be of course the player’s primary objective, but even more importance

should be
placed on finding a way out of the cursed land before the player’s time finally runs out.

ABOUT THIS GAME

SURVIVE
Nightmare at the lighthouse is a horror game focused on exploration, story, and killing , in this game you have to learn the story
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and stay on guard for unexpected attacks
you have to explore and find keys, batteries, bullets so you can continue the game and don't die, there are a lot of jump scares so

you can enjoy more the game .

KEY FEATURES
➔ First-Person Realistic Atmosphere

➔ Realistic Survival Adventure
➔ Classic Horror Game

➔ Jumpscares
➔ 4 Levels

➔ Search and find items
➔ Weapons and flashlights

➔ Fight your way through enemies
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Title: Nightmare at the lighthouse
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LsgStudio
Publisher:
Bill Lazos
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: Pentium Dual-Core E5300 / AMD A4-6320 (or equivalent)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU 1GB GDDR5 (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 908 MB available space

Sound Card: Any compatible soundcard

English
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wow. amazing game. played with my manfriend and we were both really rootin for the main cahracter. so many good spooks,
scares and slime. am refunding. It's like a freshman high school programming project somehow got uploaded on Steam as a
finished product.

The broken english and sincerity in how ***SPOOOOKYYYYY*** it is hits so-bad-it's-entertaining levels occasionally but
unfortunately not enough to justify anything other than a joke purchase with Steam bucks.. I could only play this game for
around 10 minutes or so before the wierd\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665graphics started to hurt my eyes. Also there are alot
of grammer and spelling errors in this game.. Random crashes.
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